
Watermelon Seed Spittin' Contest Rules and Game Description: 

There are three age categories to enter: 

1.) 8-11 years old   2.) 12-16 years old    3.) 17-adult 

Each contestant will be given a slice of watermelon to choose seeds (feel free to eat the rest of the slice). Challengers must spit their 
seeds from behind the spitting line for each contest. 

* Seeds must be spat from a stationary stance  
* Any manner of spitting qualifies, though no accessories will be accepted 

Distance Contest - Each contestant will spit 3 seeds 

* The furthest distance will be recorded for each contestant to determine the winner * Contestants top distances will be recorded 1-25 
points assigned for overall contest * 25 to the longest and 5 to the shortest 
* Must land on the specific markers to be counted 

Accuracy Contest - each contestant will spit 3 seeds 

* 20 points will be awarded for the center ring, 15 for the middle ring, 10, and 5 and then 0 for the outer white ring and beyond. 

* No points will be awarded for misses, and no do overs. 
* Points from the 3 spits will be submitted to determine accuracy contest winner. 
* Contestants accuracy points will be multiplied by 2 and added to distance points to determine overall winners.

These two scores are added together to determine the winners. 

Liability Waiver 

By participating in or attending as a guest at the Watermelon Eatin’ Contest or the Watermelon Seed Spittin’ Contest at Kirby’s 
Cupcakes, produced by Go Downtown Rogers, I agree on behalf of myself, my spouse, my children, heirs, personal representatives 
and assigns (collectively “guest”), to the following: 

. 1  To indemnify and hold harmless the Go Downtown Rogers, (Rogers Downtown Partners, Inc.),Rogers City & County 
Government, Kirby’s Cupcakes and its agents associated with the event, all sponsoring organizations and their elected 
officials, directors, employees, representatives and volunteers from any responsibility, injury, property damage, loss, personal 
liability, or claims of loss, damage or expenses that may occur or relating to the participation/ attending within the event. The 
entities above are not responsible for any injury sustained by exhibitors, patrons, animals or guests. 

. 2  Contestant or contestant’s parent/guardian acknowledges that there are risks of personal injury, illness or choking which 
may result from participating in the Watermelon Eating Contest. Contestant and/or representatives as a condition of entry, 
agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Rogers Downtown Partners Inc., sponsors, vendors or any others affiliated with the 
Watermelon Eating Contest from any and all responsibility or damages that may occur to participants as result of participating 
in this contest. 

. 3  For valuable consideration received, I give Rogers Downtown Partners Inc., their assigns, licensees, and legal 
representatives the irrevocable right to use my picture, portrait or photograph in all forms, media and promotional materials, 
without restriction as to changes or alterations for advertising, trade, promotion, exhibition, or any other lawful purposes. I 
waive any right to inspect or approve the photographs or electronic matter that may be used in conjunction with them now or in 
the future, whether that use is known to me or unknown, and I waive any right to royalties or other compensation arising from 
or related to the use of the photographs.

Go Downtown Rogers (Rogers Downtown Partners Inc.) helps to enrich the downtown urban experience through events, shared 
advertising and other special programs for our community. 


